Radford University Department of Theatre and Cinema

Directing II Auditions

Who: YOU! Everyone is welcome! You don’t have to be a theatre student to audition, come one, come all!

What: The Directing II class (THEA 450) is seeking sixteen actors for their final projects Making a Scene: An Evening Night of One Acts*.

When: Auditions are Friday, February 24th at 6:30 PM and Sunday, February 26th at 6:30 PM.

Where: Trinkle B01

What to Prepare: Auditions will consist of readings from the plays. The best way to prepare is to read them. To obtain a copy of the script, you can email the individual directors below. Sides (selected readings for the auditions) will be printed and available at the auditions. There will be more information about the plays coming soon.

*Please note: The Evening of One Acts performances take place during the last week of classes.

Billy Bowery  Email: wbowery@radford.edu
Annie Bolte  Email: abolte@radford.edu
Zoe Keith  Email: zkeith@radford.edu
Chris Kobersteen  Email: ckobersteen@radford.edu
Queen  Email: tjfrink@radford.edu

Please direct any questions to Professor Wesley Young at wyoung@radford.edu